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Homonyms are words with the same sound and spelling but different meanings. Homophones
are words with the same sound but different spellings and meanings. Students can practice their
Dolch sight words or Fry word lists via fun learning games on the web or app. Keep TEENs
engaged while they practice. Homophones Game A great way to build the foundation skills that
today's elementary school curriculum requires. These learning games and songs are fun.
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great way to build the foundation skills that today's elementary school curriculum requires. These
learning games and songs are fun.
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Students will read a story, selecting the appropriate homonym to complete the sentence. Subject:
English as. Grade: Grade 2, Grade 3, Grade 4. Submitted by: . This smart board was designed
for a second grade english language arts class. SMART Board lesson on Homophones with
interactive elements for use with . Students review the definitions of homophones, homographs
and homonyms and provide examples. Subject: English Language Arts. Grade: Grade 4, Grade
5, .
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Phonics Worksheets by Level, Preschool Reading Worksheets, TEENgarten Reading
Worksheets, 1st Grade Reading Worksheets, 2nd Grade Reading Wroksheets. Covering. This
phonics instruction program includes instruction & practice of phonemic awareness, alphabetic
knowledge, decoding skills, & more!. Third-3rd Grade, Fourth-4th Grade and Fifth-5th Grade
Smartboard Interactive Literacy - Reading ELA Writing - Games, Activities and Lessons.
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Download Words Their Way word lists with one click to pair with VocabularySpellingCity’s 35+
game-based learning activities for strong literacy building. Homonyms are words with the same
sound and spelling but different meanings. Homophones are words with the same sound but
different spellings and meanings. Word Frog is an educational computer activity for TEENs that
provides practice in matching antonyms, synonyms, and homonyms.
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Word Toss: Synonyms and Antonyms is a fun educational game for TEENs to practice matching
synonyms and antonyms. TEENs can choose from two different levels . This smart board was
designed for a second grade english language arts class. SMART Board lesson on
Homophones with interactive elements for use with . Homophone Review Game: Easter Eggs
[SMART Notebook lesson]. Choose an egg and define. The first 10 eggs are adverb. Subject:
English Language. Second Grade Final Review Game [SMART Notebook lesson]. Game board
with .
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Word Frog is an educational computer activity for TEENs that provides practice in matching
antonyms, synonyms, and homonyms.
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Word Toss: Synonyms and Antonyms is a fun educational game for TEENs to practice matching
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Grade: TEENgarten, Grade 1, Grade 2, Grade 3. Submitted. Search terms: homonyms, mulitple
meaning. Most appropriate for TEENgarten and first grade. Students review the definitions of
homophones, homographs and homonyms and provide examples. Subject: English Language
Arts. Grade: Grade 4, Grade 5, . These learning games teach important skills for preschool and
elementary school TEENs.. Homophones are words that sound the. Play the Homophones
Game.
Homonyms are words with the same sound and spelling but different meanings. Homophones
are words with the same sound but different spellings and meanings.
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